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Abstract: We describe a strategy by which reactive binding of a weakly bound, ‘dynamically docked (DD)’
complex without a known structure can be strengthened electrostatically through optimized placement of
surface charges, and discuss its use in modulating complex formation between myoglobin (Mb) and
cytochrome b5 (b5). The strategy employs paired Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations, one which monitors
overall binding, the other reactive binding, to examine [X f K] mutations on the surface of the partners,
with a focus on single and multiple [D/Ef K] charge reversal mutations. This procedure has been applied
to the [Mb, b5] complex, indicating mutations of Mb residues D44, D60, and E85 to be the most promising,
with combinations of these showing a nonlinear enhancement of reactive binding. A novel method of
displaying BD profiles shows that the ‘hits’ of b5 on the surfaces of Mb(WT), Mb(D44K/D60K), and Mb(D44K/
D60K/E85K) progressively coalesce into two ‘clusters’: a ‘diffuse’ cluster of hits that are distributed over
the Mb surface and have negligible electrostatic binding energy and a ‘reactive’ cluster of hits with
considerable stability that are localized near its heme edge, with short Fe-Fe distances favorable to electron
transfer (ET). Thus, binding and reactivity progressively become correlated by the mutations. This finding
relates to recent proposals that complex formation is a two-step process, proceeding through the formation
of a weakly bound encounter complex to a well-defined bound complex. The design procedure has been
tested through measurements of photoinitiated ET between the Zn-substituted forms of Mb(WT), Mb(D44K/
D60K), and Mb(D44K/D60K/E85K) and Fe3+b5. Both mutants convert the complex from the DD regime
exhibited by Mb(WT), in which the transient complex is in fast kinetic exchange with its partners, koff . ket,
to the slow-exchange regime, ket . koff, and both mutants exhibit rapid intracomplex ET from the triplet
excited state to Fe3+b5 (rate constant, ket ≈ 106 s-1). The affinity constants of the mutant Mbs cannot be
derived through conventional analysis procedures because intracomplex singlet ET quenching causes the
triplet-ground absorbance difference to progressively decrease during a titration, but this effect has been
incorporated into a new procedure for computing binding constants. Most importantly, these measurements
reveal the presence of fast photoinduced singlet ET across the protein-protein interface, 1ket ≈ 2 ×
108 s-1.

Introduction

In muscle cells, myoglobin (Mb) is maintained in its reduced
form by an electron transport system in which ferric cytochrome
b5 (Fe3+b5) receives an electron from a cytochrome b5 reductase
and subsequently transfers it to Mb that has become oxidized.1,2

This reaction, as well as the analogous reduction of ferric
hemoglobin, is of particular physiological importance, with

mutations in the reductase system being accompanied by
neurological and skeletal anomalies.3-5

Mb and Fe3+b5 interact electrostatically to form a complex
with low thermodynamic stability (Ka ) 103 M-1).6,7 Studies
of binding and electron transfer (ET) between them revealed
that the ET partners react on a “Dynamic Docking” (DD) energy
landscape (Figure 1),7-10 with binding and reactivity uncoupled:
the weak binding involves an ensemble of nearly isoenergetic
configurations; few conformations are reactive, and these
contribute negligibly to binding. This contrasts sharply with
high-affinity complexes, which react on a ‘simple docking’ (SD)
energy landscape (Figure 1), with well-defined, stable, and
reactive binding configuration(s).† These authors contributed equally to this manuscript.
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Efforts to modulate the binding within high-affinity complexes
of known structure11-17 have as an aim the understanding and
control of protein-protein interactions, which are central to
much of biology. To begin such efforts at the other interaction
extreme with partner proteins that bind weakly, and altering
them to create a highly reactive complex with a well-defined
structure, offers a different type and degree of challenge.
Nonetheless, our studies of the modulation of ET between Mb
and Fe3+b5 on the DD landscape through mutations on the
Mb surface8,18 have encouraged us to attempt to redesign the
Mb surface so as to couple binding and reactivity with Fe3+b5

through conversion of their interactions to an SD landscape.
None of the strategies for protein interface redesign currently

being used seemed appropriate for simultaneously enhancing
both the binding and reactivity of a weakly bound complex
without a known structure.16,19 We therefore developed, and
here describe, a strategy by which reactive binding of a weakly
bound DD complex can be strengthened electrostatically through
optimized placement of surface charges. The procedure employs
paired Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations, one which moni-
tors overall binding, the other reactive binding, to examine [X
f K] mutations on the surface of the basic protein partner, with
a focus on single and multiple [D/E f K] charge reversal
mutations.

The design strategy has been applied to the [Mb, b5] complex
and evaluated through measurements of photoinitiated ET
between Fe3+b5 and the Zn-substituted forms of Mb(WT) and

optimized Mb variants: the Mb(D44K/D60K) double mutant
with a nominal increase in charge of ∆qnom ) +4 relative to
that of Mb(WT) (designated as Mb(+4)); and the Mb(D44K/
D60K/E85K) triple mutant with ∆qnom ) +6 (Mb(+6)).10,20

These mutations: (i) convert the [Mb; Fe3+b5] complex from
the fast-exchange regime characteristic of Mb(WT) to a complex
in slow exchange with its components; (ii) increase the apparent
rate constant for ET from the 3ZnP of the substituted Mb to
Fe3+b5 by 2 orders of magnitude; (iii) reveal evidence for rapid
(k > 108 s-1), intracomplex, photoinduced singlet ET across a
protein-protein interface. A novel method of analyzing the
results for BD simulations reveals that the conversion between
ET kinetic regimes exhibited by Mb(WT), Mb(+4), and Mb(+6)
reflects a progressively increasing correlation between binding
and reactivity. It further relates this study to proposals that
complex formation is a two-step process.14,15,21-27

Materials and Methods

Expression, Purification, and Characterization of Proteins.
The tryptic fragment of Fe3+b5 (bovine) was isolated and purified
as described previously.28,29 Horse-Mb(WT) was obtained from
Sigma. The Mb(+4) and Mb(+6) mutants were constructed and
purified, using slight modifications of previously described meth-
ods.9 For photoinitiated ET studies with Fe3+b5, the heme was
removed from the Mb variants, and they were reconstituted with
Zn-deuteroporphyrin IX (Frontier Scientific) to generate the ZnDMb
variants using established procedures.30 The resulting FeP and ZnD
proteins were characterized by a variety of techniques, including
mass spectrometry, circular dichroism, CO and O2 ligand rebinding,
absorption and emission spectroscopy, and triplet decay. For details,
see Supporting Information, Figures S1-S2.

Binding and Kinetics. Protein samples for spectroscopic and
kinetic measurements were exchanged into working buffer (either
10 mM potassium phosphate buffered at pH 7 or 5 mM potassium
phosphate buffered at pH 6) prior to the experiment as described
previously.30

Triplet quenching and ligand rebinding measurements were
performed with an LKS.60 laser flash photolysis spectrometer
(Applied Photophysics). The ‘fast’ collection mode uses an Agilent
Infiniium 600 MHz digitizer with a five-stage photomultiplier tube
as detector; the ‘slow’ configuration uses a modified stopped-flow
setup (Applied Photophysics) for digitization with a nine-stage
photomultiplier tube. As decay traces may span up to 6 orders of
magnitude in time, we collected data in segments on short and long
time scales, merged into a single file to obtain full-progress curves
for analysis. Short time scales are averages of 100 shots; long time
scales are averages of 20 shots. Timecourses for the triplet state
were collected at 475 nm, a maximum in the triplet-ground
difference spectrum. Timecourses for CO/O2-rebinding were col-
lected at 450 nm. All kinetic experiments were performed at
20 °C.
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Figure 1. Dynamic docking (DD) and simple docking (SD) energy
landscapes.
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Decays of the first excited triplet state for the ZnDMbs,
determined from the time-resolved transient absorption signals
collected near the absorbance maximum in the 3Zn-Zn difference
spectrum (475 nm), are well-described by an exponential function.
The decay constant,for Mb(WT) is kD ) 50((5) s-1, as reported
previously.9,30 The triplet decay constants for the two mutants are
slightly larger: kD(Mb(+4)) ) 110((15) s-1 and kD(Mb(+6)) )
135((65) s-1.

Computations. Brownian dynamics (BD) computations of
protein-protein docking profiles and electrostatic properties em-
ployed the Linux version of the MacroDox program31,32 obtained
from Professor Kathyrn Thomasson. As in our previous studies,9

BD hit profiles were generated for two complementary reaction
criteria: (i) center-of-mass (COM) ‘binding’ criterion in which a
‘hit’ is tallied when the distance between the COM of the partners
comes (roughly) within the sum of their radii, 39 Å; (ii) carboxylate
(O-O) ‘reactive’ criterion, which defines a hit as occurring when
a trajectory leads to a short distance (e4 Å) between one O of a
Fe3+b5 heme carboxylate and one O of a Mb heme carboxylate.
Coordinates for X f A and X f K mutants were generated using
the mutate module of MacroDox. For details, see Supporting
Information.

The HyPAREprogram33 developed by Schreiber and co-workers
(http://bioportal.weizmann.ac.il/hypareb/main) was used to calculate
the enhancements in the association rate constants of a [Mb, b5]
complex due to mutation of each residue to either a positively
charged, negatively charged, or neutral residue.

Results

Mutant Design Procedure. We surmised that the [Mb, b5]
complex has low thermodynamic stability, and exhibits dynamic
docking, with no single dominant bound configuration, at least
in part because the reactive ‘front face’ of the Mb does not
have a sufficient number of surface positive charges for
electrostatic attraction to b5. Acidic residues surround the
exposed heme edge of Fe3+b5, presenting a uniform, negative
surface to Mb, whereas the exposed heme edge of Mb is
surrounded by a patchwork of acidic residues, in particular Asp
44, Asp 60, and Glu 85, intermingled with the basic sites that
provide favorable interactions with Fe3+b5 (Figure 2). To
enhance both the binding strength and reactivity of a weakly
bound complex whose structure is unknown, we devised a
strategy in which BD simulations are used to examine the effects
of [Xf K] mutations, primarily focusing on [D/Ef K] charge
reversal mutations. Once having identified mutation ‘hot spots’,
variants with two or more of the most favorable charge reversals
were examined.

To quantify mutation-induced changes in reactiVe binding
we employ pairs of Brownian Dynamics simulations, Figure 3.
In one of the paired BD simulations, the COM distance is used
as a criterion for a BD ‘hit’, giving an indication of the overall
affinity of the partners. The parallel set of simulations where
the distance between the heme propionates (O-O) is selected
as the criterion provides an indication of reactive binding. For
an individual Mb variant, the ratio of O-O to COM hits, R,
gives an heuristic measure of the probability of a reactive hit,
with R f 1 when every hit is reactive (‘perfect’ reactivity).
Previously,8-10,30 we presented only BD profiles generated by
mapping the COM of Fe3+b5 for each hit as a dot on a surface

rendering of Mb. To this rendering we here add the reverse
one, in which each hit is represented by a dot for the COM of
Mb as mapped onto the surface of Fe3+b5.

To apply this procedure to the interactions between Mb and
Fe3+b5 we constructed structures for a broad sampling of [Xf
K] mutations of Mb surface residues, seeking those that would
best enhance reactive bindingsnamely give the greatest increase
in R. Focusing first on charge reversal, we examined all 21
surface D/E Mb sites (red symbols, Figure 4). To test the benefit
of charge-reversal at strategically located sites, we tested the
[N f K] mutations for 13 uncharged (N) surface residues
surrounding the Mb heme edge (green symbols, Figure 4)
including two sites we have previously studied (Val 67 on the
distal side of the heme and Ser 92 on its proximal side).8 Once
having identified the most favorable sites for single mutations,
we examined combinations of them, and in doing so devised a
new method of visualizing the ensemble of hits generated in a
BD simulation. Finally, we compared the results with those from
a quite different strategy, implemented in the HyPARE pro-
gram,33 using the structure of a predocked complex to examine
the contribution of individual residues to protein binding.

BD Simulations with Mb(WT) and Mb Single Mutants. As
a baseline, Figure 3 compares the BD hit profiles, as viewed
from the perspective of the Mb(WT), that were generated by
paired simulations of 104 trajectories each, one using the COM
criteria and the other using the O-O criteria for Mb(WT)
reacting with Fe3+b5. The profiles from the COM criterion show
∼4 × 103 hits distributed over the entire surfaces of both
partners. Some clustering is evident “above and to the left” of
the heme edge, but there are few reactive hits near the heme
edge, suggesting that there are not enough favorable electrostatic
interactions to compensate for the repulsive interaction between
the heme propionates of the two partners. The 20 most stable
configurations for bound Fe3+b5 all occur in the Mb ‘upper left’
surface patch, but there is no preferred orientation of the Fe3+b5;
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of oxidized Mb(horse) (PDB: 1ymb.pdb)
showing the location of the charged surface residues: acidic residues, red;
basic residues, blue; hydrophobic residues, yellow; and mutation sites,
magenta.
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the Fe3+b5 backbone atoms of these hits show no significant
overlap (rmsd )11.2 Å). Likewise, viewed from the perspective
of the Fe3+b5 surface, the COM hits are widely distributed,
predominantly away from its heme edge. In contrast, the BD
profile generated with the ‘reactive’, O-O criterion has only
∼102 hits, yielding a very low reactivity ratio, R ≈ 10-2, the
signature for a protein pair that exhibits dynamic docking with
low affinity. Furthermore, there is no preferred orientation of
Fe3+b5 relative to the Mb face within the 20 most stable
configurations derived with the O-O criterion.

The reactivity ratios, R, obtained from BD simulations for
all the single mutations are presented in Figure 4. The three
D/E residues identified by inspection (D44, D60, and E85), show
the largest increases in R, to as high as R ≈ 0.2 - 0.3. Residues
at a greater distance from the Mb heme show proportionally
smaller increases in R; of these, two residues lie over the
proximal side of the Mb heme (E83 and E148), two residues
are over its distal side (E18 and E59), and one is at the “top”
(E41). Not surprisingly, D/Ef K mutations of backside residues
(D122, D126, and E52) show minimal increases in R.

The 13 [X f K] mutations that introduce a single charge in
place of a neutral front face residue (∆qnom ) +1) all show
increases in R, although the increases are not nearly as large as
those for the three [D/E f K] charge-reversal (∆qnom ) +2)
mutants. This finding is striking, as two of the neutral front-
face residues (V67 and S92) are much closer to the Mb heme

Figure 3. Spatial distribution of hits from paired BD simulations for Mb(WT), Mb(+4), and Mb(+6). The upper and lower panels show results with the
O-O and COM reaction criteria, respectively. Within each panel, the same set of hits is displayed relative to Mb (upper) and Fe3+b5 (lower). Simulation
conditions: pH 7, µ ) 18 mM, 20 °C.

Figure 4. Hits ratio (R ) hitsO-O/hitsCOM) from BD simulations as a
function of residue position for Xf K (upper) and Xf A mutants (lower).
Dashed line corresponds to R for Mb(WT). Symbol colors designate the
type of residue: D/E (red); K (blue); neutral front-face residues (green).
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than D44, D60, and E85. This suggests that the pattern of surface
charges plays an important role in stabilizing the complex in
its reactive geometry.

We compared the [Xf K] procedure for enhancing reactive
electrostatic binding in mutant proteins with the Ala scanning
approach commonly used to identify surface residues that are
important for either aiding or opposing binding in a complex.
We used BD to examine all the [Xf A] mutations of the acidic
and neutral front-face residues of Mb(WT) just discussed. Not
surprisingly, the Ala scanning and [X f K] approaches show
the same patterns, although the effects are smaller with the Ala
replacement approach. Both predict that the largest enhance-
ments in reactive binding should result from abolishing the
repulsive electrostatic interactions of D44, D60, and E85 with
the negatively charged Fe3+b5.

The Xf A replacement method also allows us to assess the
effects of surface lysine residues of Mb(WT) in stabilizing the
complex, which is not possible when examining only [X f K]
variants. Thus, BD simulations show that [X f A] mutations
of the four Lys residues on the front face (K45, K63, K87, and
K96) substantially decrease R, confirming that they contribute
favorable interactions with Fe3+b5, whereas lysines on the back
side of Mb contribute little. On the other hand, the [X f A]
replacement approach misses the enhancements in R predicted
for the addition of charge to uncharged residues near the heme
face (green symbols). Thus, the combined use of [X f A] and
[X f K] scans in BD simulations gives the best indication of
those surface mutations that contribute to a protein-protein
interaction and whose mutation would best enhance affinity and
ET-reactivity.

Complementary Strategy of [X f D/E] Mutations of
Fe3+b5. For completeness, we note a complementary procedure,
the optimization of R through paired BD simulations with [X
f D/E], in particular [K/R f D/E] charge-reversal, mutations
of surface residues on the acidic protein. In the case of the [Mb,
b5] complex this strategy is inappropriate, as all the surface
lysine, arginine and histidine residues of the acidic protein, b5,
are distant from the heme face.

HyPARE Simulations. As an independent approach for
identifying binding hot spots on the surface of Mb, we used
the HyPARE program33 to calculate enhancements in association
rate constants as a function of Mb mutation position. This
program, which is designed to examine strongly bound com-
plexes, requires the crystal coordinates of a protein-protein
complex of a known structure as input which it uses to identify
residues that enhance or suppress the association of the partners
through replacement with either a positively charged residue
(kon

+), a negatively charged residue (kon
-) or an alanine residue

(kon
A). The requirement of an input structure in general would

preclude its use for complexes like [Mb, Fe3+b5], which bind
weakly and have not been crystallized. However, as PATH-
WAYS calculations suggest that the reactive [Mb, Fe3+b5]
complex should have the hemes of the partners in close
proximity,7 we have used the structures of the four hits with
d(O-O) < 4 Å generated by the COM simulation of Mb(WT)
as representative models of the reactive complex for input into
the HyPARE program.

The kon
+ and kon

A enhancement factors computed for each of
the four structures are shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Informa-
tion) and the sequence-dependence of the configuration-averaged
values of the enhancement ratios, (kon

+)avg and (kon
A)avg are

presented in Figure 5 for [Xf +] and [Xf A] Mb mutations.
Here, positions where mutation would enhance association give

kon > 1, whereas positions where mutation hinders association
give kon < 1. HyPARE computes enhancement factors for both
proteins, but since Fe3+b5 has a large net negative charge,
changing a single charge has minimal effect on its association
with Mb. Thus, we focus on the results for the [X f +] and
[X f A] mutations of Mb.

As with BD, the [X f +] and [X f A] approaches are
complementary. Insertion of a positive charge at one of the three
front-face D/E residues that showed the largest R-values in the
BD simulations also gave the largest values for both (kon

+)avg

and (kon
A)avg with HyPARE: (kon

+)avg > 3.0 and (kon
A)avg > 2.0.

However, six additional residues (E18, T70, E83, A84, Q91,
and E148) on the Mb front face that gave large [X f +]
enhancements failed to show significant [Xf A] enhancements.
Basic residues can be screened with the [X f A] approach to
identify residues that stabilize the complex. Thus, five positively
charged residues (K45, K63, K78, K87, and K96) show large
decreases in (kon

A)avg but no change in (kon
+)avg.

Taken together, the results of the BD and HyPARE computa-
tions show that eliminating a negative charge on the front face
of Mb by mutating residues D44, D60, and E85 either to K or
A should increase reactive binding. When comparing the
R-values for the front-face mutations having ∆qnom ) +2 and
∆qnom ) +1, the binding interface seems to encompass nearly
all of the front face of Mb. A mapping of R-values onto a surface
rendering of Mb resembles the ‘O-ring’ model of Bogan and
Thorn,34 with the effect decreasing toward the periphery of the
interface.

BD Simulations with Mb(+4) and Mb(+6) Mutants. Guided
by the computations with the single mutants, we used MacroDox
to build structural models for the three Mb charge-reversal
mutants with ∆qnom ) +4 that can be created by pairwise
mutation of the three acidic residues with large enhancementss
Mb(D44K/D60K), Mb(D44K/E85K), and Mb(D60K/E85K)s
along with the Mb(D44K/D60K/E85K) mutant with ∆qnom )
+6. Electrostatics computations with these structures respec-

(34) Bogan, A. A.; Thorn, K. S. J. Mol. Biol. 1998, 280, 1–9.

Figure 5. Rate enhancement ratios (kon/kWT) from HyPARE as a function
of residue position for Xf+ (upper) and Xf A (lower) mutations. Dashed
line corresponds to ratio for Mb(WT). Symbol colors designate the type of
residue: D/E (red); K (blue); neutral front-face residues (green); neutral
residues not included in the BD profile (black).
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tively give as the net charges of Mb(WT), the three Mb(+4)
mutants, and the Mb(+6) mutant: qnet ) -0.5e, +3.2(1)e and
+5.1e (pH 7, µ ) 18 mM) (Table 1).

The paired COM and O-O BD hit profiles for Mb(WT),
Mb(+4), and Mb(+6) mutants are compared in Figure 3. The
hits for the COM simulation show a progressive clustering near
the solvent-exposed heme edge, while the hits for the O-O
criterion increase in density and cover an increasingly smaller
area of the front face. With the triple mutant, R ) 0.81,
approaching the limiting value of ‘perfect’ reactivity (R ) 1)
as would be observed for a complex that operates on an SD
landscape with all configurations reactive. This is further
supported by our finding that the 20 most stable configurations
from the COM simulation for the Mb(+6) mutant indeed
correspond to a single, well-defined structure (rmsd ) 0.6 A).10

In the complementary presentation where the hits are plotted
on a rendering of the Fe3+b5 (Figure 3), the density of the hits
around the exposed heme edge of Fe3+b5 in the O-O simula-
tions again increases progressively with qnet. Likewise, the hits
in the COM simulations coalesce, but intriguingly, they seem
to avoid the ring of D/E residues that surround the 6,7-propionate
edge of the heme and cluster instead near residues E48 and T88.

Photoinitiated ET at pH 6. To experimentally test the
predictions from the BD simulations, we studied photoinitiated
ET between the Zn-deuteroporphyrin (ZnD)-reconstituted
Mb(WT), Mb(+4), and Mb(+6) mutant photodonors and the
Fe3+b5 acceptor. The electron transfer between Mb and Fe3+b5

is optimal at low pH and low ionic strength,8,30 and thus we
begin by discussing ET quenching at pH 6 (µ ) 5.3 mM). Figure
6 compares a typical set of triplet decay traces for Mb(WT)
and the two Mb mutants obtained during titrations with Fe3+b5.
In all three cases, Fe3+b5 quenches the triplet state by 3ZnD f
Fe3+P electron transfer. The ET intermediate produced by this
reaction is observable for the ZnMb(WT)30 and ZnMb(+4)
complexes,18 but not for the ZnMb(+6) complex, which
indicates that rapid back ET for this mutant prevents buildup
of the intermediate to detectable levels.

The traces for ZnMb(WT) remain exponential (rate constant
for decay, kobs) during a titration with Fe3+b5, while the plot of
the ET quenching constant, kq ) kobs - kD, vs [Fe3+b5] has the
form of a classical binding isotherm (Figure 7). These observa-
tions can be analyzed within the one-site binding model (eq 2),

where Ka ) kon/koff and the intracomplex ET rate constant, ket,
is in the limit where the complex is in fast exchange (FE) with
its free components, koff . ket, but the thermodynamic affinity

is now sufficient for saturation to occur. In this case, kq is
described by eq 3,

where f is the fraction of ZnMb bound to Fe3+b5 given by eq 1
(Supporting Information). A fit of the titration curve for kq with
this equation gives Ka ) 1.7 × 104 M-1 and ket ) 5.5 × 103

s-1, (Table 2) the former being consistent with the results
obtained previously by NMR6,35 and ITC7 at slightly higher
ionic strength (µ ) 11 mM).

The triplet decays during titrations of both mutants are
biexponential, which indicates that they instead form complexes
with Fe3+b5 that are in slow exchange (SE) with the free

(35) Liang, Z.-X.; Jiang, M.; Ning, Q.; Hoffman, B. M. JBIC 2002, 7,
580–588.

Table 1. Electrostatic Properties of Mb and Mb(X) Mutants and
Summary of Brownian Dynamics Docking Simulations of Their
Reaction with Fe3+b5

a

qnet (C) hits

Mb(X) pH 6 pH 7 O-O COM

WT 3.0 -0.3 107 4207
+4 - 3.2 3680 5277
+6 - 5.1 4718 5778

a Net charges were obtained at µ ) 18 mM, 20 °C from a
Tanford-Kirkwood calculation as implemented in MacroDox using
atom parameters obtained with CHARMM.

3D + A {\}
kon

koff

3DA98
ket

D+A- (2)

Figure 6. Triplet decay traces as a function of [Fe3+b5] for ZnMb(WT)
(blue), ZnMb(+4) (green), and ZnMb(+6) (red). Conditions: 5 mM KPi,
pH 6, 20 °C, ∼5 µM ZnMb.

Figure 7. Zero-time 3ZnMb absorbance change as a function of [Fe3+b5]
for the triplet decay traces in Figure 6, fit according to eq 9 (solid lines,
see text). Diamonds show the triplet decay rate constant as a function of
[Fe3+b5]. Dashed line is a fit to the decay rates.

kq ) ket f (3)
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proteins. Rate constants for the fast (kf) and slow (ks) compo-
nents were determined by fitting the triplet timecourse during
titrations of the two mutant Mbs to a biexponential function
(eq 4),

where ∆A0 is the zero-time triplet-ground absorbance difference,
g is the fraction of the faster kinetic phase, and (1 - g) is the
fraction of the slower process. The contribution, g, of the well-
resolved fast component increases progressively with the
addition of Fe3+b5; by [Fe3+b5]/[Mb] ∼5, the fast phase accounts
for g ≈ 80% of the observed ∆A for Mb(+6) (60% for Mb(+4)).

The rate constant for the slow process increases linearly with
addition of Fe3+b5, ks ) kq2 + kD ) k2 [Fe3+b5] + kD, where kq2

is the pseudo-first-order decay constant associated with the
bimolecular reaction between free ZnMb and Fe3+b5 (Figure
8). The slopes of these lines give bimolecular quenching rate
constants, k2 ≈ 3-5 × 109 M-1 s-1 that approach the estimated
diffusion limiting value, kdiff ) 3 × 109 M-1 s-1.

The quenching rate constant for the fast process, ket ) kf -
kD ) 1 × 106 s-1/6 × 105 s-1 for the Mb(+6)/Mb(+4) mutants,
respectively, is invariant with [Fe3+b5] and is thus assigned to
3ZnD f Fe3+P ET within the [ZnMb, Fe3+b5] complexes.36

Binding Constants at pH 6. The standard procedure for
determining the binding constant of an ET complex that exhibits
biexponential triplet decays is to assign the fraction of the
intracomplex kinetic component (g in eq 4) to the fraction of
bound complex, f. Although g increases to a saturation value

with addition of Fe3+b5, the absorbance difference associated
with formation of 3ZnP measured by the extrapolated zero-time
amplitude, ∆A0(Fe3+b5), clearly decreases during a titration
(Figure 6). For Mb(WT), this decrease is ∼30% at high
concentrations of Fe3+b5, but it is quite substantial for mutants.
These decreases are not attributable to dilution, which has been
accounted for. Neither are they associated with protein degrada-
tion, as the full zero-time absorbance difference is restored by
dissociating the complex through addition of 500 mM KCl (data
not shown). Instead, they must be interpreted as a decrease in
the effective quantum yield for triplet formation from the
photoexcited singlet state within the bound complex. This in
turn implies the presence of intracomplex ET quenching of the
singlet state at a rate that competes with that for intersystem
crossing, kisc ∼ 2 × 108 s-1! As a result of this loss of signal
from the triplet state of the bound complex, the value of g
determined by fitting a triplet decay to eq 4 underestimates the
actual fraction of Mb bound to Fe3+b5.

To accommodate this phenomenon we instead obtain the
fraction of Mb bound in a complex, f (Fe3+b5), by analyzing
this decrease in ∆A0(Fe3+b5) during a titration. Taking into
account the differences in quantum yields for triplet formation
in the free ZnMb (Φisc) and in its ET-active complex with Fe3+b5

(Φisc′), the triplet-ground absorbance difference at the earliest
times in a triplet decay trace during a titration, ∆Α0(Fe3+b5), is
described by eq 5,

where ∆A0,trp is the absorbance difference for the ZnMb triplet
state. The contributions of the free and bound forms to the actual
zero-time triplet-state absorbance difference then are determined
by their fractional occupancy as weighted by their respective
yields according to eq 6,

with ∆A0(0) and ∆A0(∞) corresponding to the zero-time triplet
absorbance differences before the first addition of Fe3+b5 and
at ‘infinite’ Fe3+b5 concentration, when all the ZnMb is bound
in a complex. The fraction bound at a point in a titration can
then be determined from δ∆A0, the difference between
∆A0(Fe3+b5) at that point and ∆A0(0) for free ZnMb through
use of eq 7,

(36) Preliminary experiments show that the fast component varies as a
function of viscosity, suggesting that this rate constant is associated
with conformational gating of ET.

Table 2. Kinetic Parameters for the Reactions of Mbs with Fe3+b5
a

pH 6 (µ ) 5.3 mM) pH 7 (µ ) 18 mM)

Mb(X) ket (s-1) k2 (M-1 s-1) Ka (M-1) Φ′ ket (s-1) k2 (M-1 s-1) Ka (M-1) Φ′

WT 5.5 × 103 b 4.8 × 104 0.43 - 7.8 × 106 c -
+4 5.0 × 105 5.0 × 109 8.3 × 104 0.45 4.0 × 105 1.0 × 109 1.8 × 104 0.45
+6 1.0 × 106 3.3 × 109 2.1 × 105 0.58 1.0 × 106 2.5 × 109 4.5 × 104 0.77

a Binding constants reported here were determined from δ∆A as described in the text and are estimated to have uncertainties of (20%. The estimated
uncertainty in k2 is (10%; uncertainties in ket are (10% for Mb(WT) and Mb(+6) at pH 6 but (40% otherwise. The uncertainties in ket are higher
when the two kinetic phases (Figure 6) are not well-resolved. b In our recent JACS communication,10 the k2 we reported for pH 6 was actually the value
for data at pH 7; the correct value of k2 at pH 6 is 5.3 × 107 M-1 s-1, determined from data below 50 µM Fe3+b5. Extending the concentration range to
100 µM Fe3+b5 revealed that the quenching rate approaches saturation to give ket ) 5.5 × 103 s-1 and Ka ) 1.7 × 104 M-1, in close agreement with the
value determined from δ∆A. Binding constants of 350 M-1 and 750 M-1 were determined for ZnMb(WT) using ITC7 and NMR,35 respectively, at a
slightly higher ionic strength, µ ) 11 mM. c c. An upper bound of 103 M-1 can be estimated from the observed linearity of the titration at [Fe3+b5] <
100 µM.

Figure 8. Bimolecular quenching constants (circles) and unimolecular rate
constants (triangles) obtained from triplet traces (Figure 6) for titrations of
ZnMb(+6) and ZnMb(+4) with Fe3+b5.

∆Α(t) ) ∆Α0[g exp(-kf3t) + (1-g) exp(-kst)] (4)

∆Α0(Fe3+b5) ) [fΦisc
′ + (1 - f)Φisc]∆Α0,trp

) f∆Α0,bound + (1 - f)∆Α0,free (5)

∆Α0,free ) ∆Α0(0) ) Φisc∆Α0,trp (6)

∆Α0,bound ) ∆Α0(∞) ) Φisc
′ ∆Α0,trp

δ∆Α0 ) ∆Α0(0) - ∆Α0(Fe3+b5) ) δ∆Α0
maxf(Fe3+b5) (7)
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with

A fit of δ∆A0 to the binding isotherm, f (Fe3+b5) in eq 7 gives
Ka and δ∆A0

max. As the quantum yield for triplet formation of
free ZnMb is Φisc ∼ 1, then Φisc’ can be estimated as

An alternate, but perhaps less robust, version of this approach
can be used when the triplet decays can be fit to two phases. In
this case one computes f from ∆A0(0) and the absorbance of
either the slow or fast components (eq 9):

When applied to the fast phase, it also yields an estimate for
the value of Φ′; when applied to the slow phase it does not.

The values of δ∆A0 obtained during titrations with each of
the Mbs at pH 6 are plotted in Figure 7, and the binding
constants obtained by fitting these data to eq 7 are summarized
in Table 2.37 Analysis of the titration of the mutants gives
equivalent values for their affinity constants with both eqs 7
and 9: Ka ) 2-3 × 105 M-1, Table 2. Analysis of the titration
of ZnMb(WT) gives Ka ) 4.8 × 104 M-1, in reasonable
agreement with the value obtained above by analyzing the
saturation behavior of the triplet decay constant (eq 3).

Triplet Quenching and Binding at pH 7. To explore the
effects of pH and ionic strength, triplet binding titrations were
carried out at pH 7 (µ ) 18 mM), the condition used in the
majority of our previous studies.8,18 The triplet timecourses
during these titrations are shown in Figure S4 in Supporting
Information, and the rate constants and binding parameters
resulting from them are summarized in Figure S5 (Supporting
Information) and Table 2. As reported previously,38 quenching
of the Mb(WT) triplet state by [Fe3+b5] is purely second order.
In contrast to this behavior, and that of a series of Mb single
mutants,8 the two multimutants react in the slow-exchange (SE)
regime, although the two kinetic components are not as clearly
resolved here as at pH 6. The intracomplex ET rate constants
associated with the fast phase are ket ) 1.0 × 106 s-1/4.0 × 105

s-1 for Mb(+4)/Mb(+6) respectively, essentially the same as
at pH 6; the second-order ET rate constants, k2 ) 2.5 × 109

M-1 s-1/1.0 × 109 M-1 s-1are slightly decreased in comparison
to that at pH 6 (Table 2).

For the three Mbs, the absorbance at early times decreases
during a titration, again indicating the presence of significant

singlet quenching. For the mutants, the binding constants
obtained by analysis of the absorbance changes with either eq
7 or eq 9 are decreased by ∼10-fold compared to the values at
pH 6 (Table 2). The absence of saturation in the quenching rate
constant for Mb(WT) suggests that its affinity also is lower than
at pH 6. However, δ∆A0

max and Ka are highly correlated so that
it was not possible to reliably extract a value for Ka from the
measured zero time absorbance changes; we can instead
determine an upper limit, Ka < 103 M-1.

Even within the uncertainty for the affinity of the Mb(WT)
at pH6, it is clear that the ratio of the binding affinities for both
mutants, K(mutant)/K(WT), are highly pH-dependent (Table 2).
This is understandable in terms of a binding free energy that is
dominated by electrostatics, as there is a greater change in the
net charge of Mb at pH 7 relative to that at pH 6.

A Simple (One-Site) Model for Binding and Reactivity. A
steady-state treatment of the simple one-site model for binding
and intracomplex ET, eq 2, can be used to interpret measured
rate constants and affinities in terms of the intracomplex ET
rate (ket) and the association/dissociation rate constants (kon/
koff). For the two mutant Mbs, whose reactions with Fe3+b5

involve slow exchange between the complex and its unbound
partners, the intracomplex ET rate constant is obtained directly
from the fast decay process, ket ) kf - kD (Table 3). Application
of the slow-exchange condition (koff < ket) to the steady-state
expression (eq 10) for the second-order process,

yields k2 ) kon, which when combined with the corresponding
binding constant gives koff ) k2/Ka. The [Mb(WT), Fe3+b5]
complex instead is in FE with its components at both pHs. At
pH 6, ket is obtained directly from the binding titration, but at
pH 7 where binding saturation is not observed and triplet
quenching is purely bimolecular, application of the FE condition
(koff . ket) to the steady-state expression (eq 10) gives ket )
k2/Ka. At both pHs, koff ) kon/Ka can be determined from Ka by
assuming that kon is given by the estimated diffusion-limiting
rate, kdiff ) 3.0 × 109 s-1.

The resulting values, compiled in Table 3, show that the ET
rates for both mutants are independent of pH, with ket(Mb(+6))
being slightly larger than ket(Mb(+4)). Surprisingly, application
of this simple analysis to the data for pH 6 shows that the
conversion from FE (koff . ket) to SE (koff , ket) by the
mutations is accompanied by little to no change in koff. Instead,
the transition apparently is associated with an increase in ket

by more than 2 orders of magnitude. We discuss this analysis
below.

Discussion

Application of the design procedure presented here to the
[Mb, b5] complex has identified the Mb surface sites where an
[X f K] mutation maximizes R, the ratio of ‘reactive (O-O)’
hits to total (COM) hits in BD simulations. The D/E f K
charge-reversal (∆qnom ) +2) mutations of the acidic residues
(red symbols, Figure 4) not surprisingly had larger effects on R

(37) For Mb(WT), there is a measurable absorbance drop, but only a single
kinetic phase, so δ∆A0 ) ∆A0,slow(Fe3+b5) and analyses with eqs 7
and 9 are mathematically identical.

(38) Liang, Z.-X. In Chemistry; Northwestern University: Evanston, IL,
2001.

Table 3. Derived Kinetic Parameters

pH 6 (µ ) 5.3 mM) pH 7 (µ ) 18 mM)

Mb(X) regime koff (s-1) kon (M-1 s-1) ket (s-1) regime koff (s-1) kon (M-1 s-1) ket(s-1)

WT FE 6.2 × 104 ∼3.0 × 109 5.5 × 103 FE e3.0 × 106 ∼3.0 × 109 7.8 × 103

+4 SE 6.0 × 104 5.0 × 109 5.0 × 105 SE 5.5 × 104 1.0 × 109 4.0 × 105

+6 SE 1.6 × 104 3.3 × 109 1.0 × 106 SE 5.5 × 104 2.5 × 109 1.0 × 106

δ∆Α0
max ) [∆Α0(0) - ∆Α0(∞)] ) [Φisc - Φisc

′ ]∆Α0,trp (8)

δ∆Α0
max ≈ [1 - Φisc

′ ]∆Α0(0)

δ∆Α0,slow(Fe3+b5) ) (1 - f)∆Α0,free (9)

δ∆Α0,fast(Fe3+b5) ) f∆Α0,bound

k2 ) ketkon/(koff + ket) (10)
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than the 13 charge-insertion (∆qnom ) +1) mutations of
uncharged residues surrounding the Mb heme edge (green
symbols, Figure 4), in particular identifying the three acidic
residues on the front face of Mb (D44, D60, and E85) as the
most promising sites for mutation. BD simulations with the
Mb(+4) and Mb(+6) triple charge-reversal mutations showed
that R approached the limiting value, R f 1, with Mb(+6).

An alternative approach used HyPARE to compute associa-
tion rate enhancements as a function of sequence position. As
HyPARE cannot be used directly with weakly bound complexes
that do not have a known structure, four BD configurations with
short heme-heme O-O distances were chosen as structural
models for the [Mb, Fe3+b5] complex. This combined procedure
identified the same three residues, Mb (D44, D60, and E85).

Change in Kinetic Regime. Whereas the [Mb(WT), b5]
complex is in rapid kinetic exchange (koff . ket) with its
components at pH 6 and 7, the mutants form complexes in the
slow-exchange regime (koff , ket) at both pH values. However,
analysis with the one-site binding model (eq 2) indicates that
the regime shift has different origins at the two pHs. At pH 7,
as expected, the model indicates that replacement of three acidic
front-face Mb residues with basic ones strongly lowers the
dissociation rate constant, thereby inverting the inequality, koff

. ket, to its opposite sense, koff , ket. In contrast, at pH 6 the
model implies that the inequality inversion that accompanies
the transition from FE to SE instead is driven by a large increase
in ket (Table 3).

Although this one-site picture provides a useful, heuristic
description of the data that contributes to an understanding of
the nature of the FE f SE transition, it is based on the idea
that there is a single bound configuration. However, in this
model, mutation-induced changes in binding must come from
changes in formation/dissociation rate constants. Instead, the
analysis indicates that the change in kinetic regimes is arrived
at through an increase in ket, which could only derive from a
mutation-induced change in the structure of the complex. Thus,
application of the simple kinetic model is not internally
consistent. The BD hit profiles (Figure 3), instead reveal that
the reaction of Mb(WT) with Fe3+b5 involves numerous, mostly
unreactive, bound conformations that undergo dynamic docking,
and that the multiple charge-reversal mutations preferentially
enhance binding in configurations that are highly reactive.

A mathematical description of the shift in kinetic regimes in
terms of a conversion among subensembles of bound conforma-
tions is beyond the scope of the present work. However, we
note a related phenomenological description of regime shifting
recently was introduced in the analysis of the kinetics for the
reaction of cytochrome c2 with a series of X f A interface
mutants involving hydrophobic sites on the photosynthetic
reaction center (RC) surface.39 That approach has been extended
and further applied to the observation that properties of [RC,
c2] ET complexes in the FE regime are strongly dependent on
ionic strength, whereas those in the SE regime are less so.40

We suggest that the ionic strength dependence behavior can in
fact be used to differentiate between regimes.

Mutation-Induced Changes in the Conformational Profile
of Fe3+b5 Binding to Mb. To illuminate the actual influence of
Mb surface-charge reversal mutations on binding and reactivity
between Fe3+b5 and Mb, we return to the hit profiles generated

from BD simulations with the three complexes (Figure 3) and
display them as contour plots (Figure 9) showing the distribution
of hits as functions of two variables: (i) a ‘binding parameter’-
the calculated potential energy of stabilization for a configu-
ration, V; (ii) a ‘reactivity parameter’ - the Fe-Fe distance in
that same configuration, dFe-Fe.

For the [Mb(WT), Fe3+b5] complex, the hits form a diffuse
‘cluster’ in which the electrostatic potential energy of attraction,
V, on average is ∼0, ranging from +1.6 to -4.6 kcal/mol; the
hits are distributed over the Mb surface, and overwhelmingly
exhibit negligible reactivity, with a wide range in dFe-Fe and no
pronounced peak in probability within the cluster. This plot thus
provides a striking visualization of the DD paradigm, with the
ensemble of Mb(WT) configurations showing weak binding of
Fe3+b5 over the entire hemisphere encompassing the heme-

(39) Gong, X.-M.; Paddock, M. L.; Okamura, M. Y. Biochemistry 2003,
42, 14492–14500.

(40) Abresch, E. C.; Gong, X.-M.; Paddock, M. L.; Okamura, M. Y.
Biochemistry 2009, 48, 11390–11398.

Figure 9. Contour plots of the electrostatic potential energy (V) and Fe-Fe
separation (dFe-Fe) for each hit from the BD simulation profiles(COM
reaction criterion) of Mb(WT) (top), Mb(+4) (middle) and Mb(+6)
(bottom). Contours were generated by binning hits with intervals: dFe-Fe )
2 Å; V ) 0.5 kcal/mol. Border plots represent the total number of hits in
a given slice through the contour. The plots along the dFe-Fe axis are
normalized to the total number of hits for Mb(WT), 2000 hits; those for V
are normalized to unity.
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exposed front-face of Mb. The absence of a well-defined peak
in the probability versus dFe-Fe corresponds to the absence of a
well-defined ‘structure’, or ensemble of related structures, for
the complex; highly reactive configurations (those with dFe-Fe

< 20 Å) are rare, and the mean Fe-Fe separation in these
structures is long (33.6 Å). Consistent with this picture, the
chemical shift perturbations measured for the [Mb(WT, cyt b5]
complex are quite small,6 as is typical for transient complexes.41

In contrast, the hits for each of the mutants partition into two
‘clusters’ with very different stabilities and reactivities, corre-
sponding to two major types/average structures for the complex.
A low-stability, ‘diffuse’ cluster resembles the Mb(WT) cluster,
with mean V ≈ 0 kcal/mol and a large range of dFe-Fe. However,
the change of repulsive electrostatic interactions into more
favorable ones by the charge-reversal mutations has created a
second, high-affinity cluster of conformations with an attractive
mean potential energy, V ≈ -6-8 kcal/mol, and a narrow range
of short Fe-Fe separations. Considering the three Mbs, the
number of hits within the high-affinity cluster progressively
increases with increasing charge on the Mb. In particular, for
Mb(+4), the hits are distributed almost equally among the two
clusters (63% have V > -3 kcal/mol), whereas for Mb(+6) the
majority of the hits belong to the high affinity cluster (80%
have V > -3 kcal/mol). Overall, as the front-face charge on
Mb increases the contour plots reveal a progressive shift toward
an increasing population of bound structures with higher
reactivity. If the contours in the 2D plots of Figure 9 are further
Boltzmann-weighted by V, one finds that the complexes for both
mutants exhibit well-defined subensembles of thermodynami-
cally most-probable configurations. It is this aspect of the
phenomenon that the one-site model captures. However, there
are numerous configurations that are equally probable, and to
give a sense of the distribution of structures associated with
these configurations, the hemes of four representative members
of the subensembles for Mb(+4) and Mb(+6), are presented in
Figure 10; in each case the configurations differ at most by ∆V
) ( 0.125 kcal/mol and ∆dFe-Fe ) ( 0.125 Å around the most
probable values, which are listed in the figure legend. Intrigu-
ingly, the two sets of configurations lie at quite different
locations on the Mb surface, one at ‘one o’clock’ and the other
at ‘seven o’clock’ relative to the Mb heme. The four b5

configurations for Mb(+4) nonetheless show a clear distribution
in orientations, and thus the complex has not reached a well-
defined binding structure; the four b5 hemes are more closely
aligned for Mb(+6), but still do not precisely overlay.

The visualization in Figure 9 of the mutation-induced
modulation of the spatial distribution of structures adopted by
the complex can be discussed in terms of recent work in which
the association between protein partners is viewed as a two-
step process: initial formation of a weakly bound ‘encounter
complex’ with an ill-defined structure, which may then convert
to a tightly bound complex with well-defined structure.14,21,24-27

The diffuse cluster of configurations seen in the BD simulations
(Figure 9) is plausibly associated with the encounter complex.
Viewed in this way, the Mb(WT) exhibits only an encounter
complex, while the Mb mutations introduce and progressively
stabilize an additional ensemble of structures, with greater
thermodynamic stability and greater average reactivity, which
can be identified with ‘the’ static structure discussed by others.42

This suggestion will be examined at a later date.

Intracomplex Singlet ET. The decreased yield of 3ZnDMb
upon laser photolysis of the [ZnDMb, Fe3+b5] complexes (Φisc

′

in Table 2) indicates that intracomplex ET is occurring on the
singlet time scale, with rate constant (1ket) that is competitive
with the 1ZnP f 3ZnP intersystem crossing rate (1kD). Taking
1kD ) 2.0 × 108 s-1, the reduced triplet-state yields at pH 6
(and pH 7) predict an exceptionally high rate constant for all
three Mbs: 1ket ≈ 2 × 108 s-1!

To our knowledge, there is only one prior example of
photoinduced singlet ET across a protein-protein interface.
As in the present study, both the singlet and triplet excited states
of Zn-substituted cytochrome c are quenched in the presence
of oxidized cytochrome c oxidase:43 1ket ∼ 5.7 × 108 s-1; 3ket

∼ 2 × 105 s-1.
Furthermore, the required rate is only ∼10-100-fold less than

those for the primary ET reactions of photosynthesis, which
occur within, the photosynthetic units of cyanobacteria, algae,
and plants,,44 and is comparable to the rates reported for the
1ZnP f Q ET quenching of ZnP-reconstituted-Mbs by small
molecules (e.g., Q ) methyl viologens, quinones) that are either

(41) Prudencio, M.; Ubbink, M. J. Mol. Recognit. 2004, 17, 524–539.

(42) An alternative, more detailed presentation of the progressive change
in docked structures with increased Mb front-face positive charge is
obtained by following the changes in the frequency with which a
specific residue on Mb or Fe3+b5 appears among the 10 shortest
interfacial contacts for the ensemble of BD hit configurations, Figure
S6 (Supporting Information).

(43) (a) Brzezinski, P.; Sundahl, M.; Ädelroth, P.; Wilson, M. T.; El-Agez,
B.; Wittung, P.; Malmström, B. G. Biophys. Chem. 1995, 54, 191–
197. (b) Winkler, J. R.; Malmström, B. G.; Gray, H. B. Biophys. Chem.
1995, 54, 199–209.

(44) (a) Zinth, W.; Wachtveitl, J. ChemPhysChem 2005, 6, 871–880. (b)
Noy, D.; Moser, C. C.; Dutton, P. L. Biochim. Biophys. Acta, Bioenerg.
2006, 1757, 90–105.

Figure 10. Fe3+b5 hemes for representative configurations in the vicinity
of the thermodynamically most probable configuration for each Mb mutant,
as defined by Boltzmann weighting the contour plots of Figure 9 with V.
For the Mb(+4) complex (b5 hemes in green), that point is [V, dFe-Fe] )
[-8.4 kcal/mol, 23.6 Å]; for Mb(+6) (hemes in red), [V, dFe-Fe] ) [-9.9
kcal/mol, 20.4 Å]. The Mb heme is shown in white. Note, the locations of
the b5 hemes for Mb(+6) differ somewhat from shown before for the most-
stable configurations, which are not highly probable.
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covalently attached to the modified porphyrin macrocycle45 or
that interact by forming weak, noncovalent complexes with the
reconstituted macrocycle.46 Likewise, an engineered form of
cytochrome b562 in which a quinone binding site was incorpo-
rated in close proximity to a Zn-chlorin macrocycle has 1ket ≈
108 s-1.47

Summary

We have described a strategy by which reactive binding of a
weakly bound complex without a known structure can be
strengthened electrostatically. The procedure employs paired BD
simulations, one which monitors overall binding, the other
reactive binding, to determine the most favorable [X f K]
mutations on the surface of the basic partner, with a focus on
single and multiple [D/E f K] charge reversal mutations.
Application of this procedure to the weakly bound, ‘dynamically
docked’ [Mb, Fe3+b5] pair identifies three residues on the front
face of Mb where [D/E f K] mutations should stabilize the
complex in reactive configuration(s). This strategy has been
tested and validated through the study of photoinitiated ET
between the Zn-substituted Mbs and Fe3+b5.

Both mutants convert the complex from the DD regime, in
which the partners are in fast kinetic fast-exchange with a
transient bound form, koff . ket, to the slow-exchange regime
where ket . koff. Despite this qualitative change in kinetic
regimes, the affinity constant and the effective koff determined
within a one-site binding model are not greatly changed; rather
the mutations appear to have greatly increased the triplet ET
rate constant. This analysis is best understood through examina-
tion of the BD hit profiles (Figure 3), which reveal that the
reaction of Mb(WT) with Fe3+b5 involves numerous, mostly
unreactive, bound conformations, and that the mutations pref-
erentially stabilize reactive binding with short heme-heme

distances. Representation of the binding BD profiles by a
histogram whose independent variables are the binding energy
and an ET distance parameter (Figure 9) in fact reveals a
coalescence of the binding conformations into two ‘clusters’,
one with reactive and relatively stable conformations, one with
conformations that are neither. This correlates well with recent
proposals that complex formation is a two-step process,
proceeding through the formation of a weakly bound encounter
(nonreactive) complex to a well-defined, bound (reactive)
complex. It further illustrates how the DD regime constitutes
one limit of such processes, and clarifies how progressive
strengthening of the protein-protein interactions can smoothly
convert a complex from one extreme (DD) to the other (SD).

In the complexes exhibiting SE, the affinity constants could
not be derived from the conventional treatment because the
intracomplex triplet-ground absorbance difference was decreased
from that for free ZnMb by complex formation. This change
was incorporated in a novel procedure for computing binding
constants. Most importantly, this decrease implies the presence
of intracomplex photoinduced singlet ET reaction occurring
across a protein-protein interface. The required rate, 1ket ≈ 2
× 108 s-1 is only ∼10-100-fold less than those for the primary
ET reactions that occur within the photosynthetic units of
cyanobacteria, algae, and plants.
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